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1.   Introduction

In current large-scale ICT (information and com-
munication technology) systems, troubleshooting has 
become more complicated due to the diversification 
of the causes of network failures. The increase in 
operational costs has also become a serious problem. 
We are developing technology for automatic genera-
tion of recovery-command sequences that is designed 
to help system operators recover from failures quick-
ly and achieve automated recovery operations [1]. 

2.   Overview of technology

An overview of our technology is shown in Fig. 1. 
Sequences of recovery commands are estimated by 
using a sequence-to-sequence technique (seq2seq) 
[2], which is a neural-network model that learns the 
relationship between an input sequence and an output 
sequence (Fig. 2). 

Seq2seq is widely used in translation systems and 
dialog tasks. In our technology, we use a sequence 
that consists of a series of log identifiers (IDs) as an 
input sequence. The log IDs are generated by associ-
ating system logs and alarms related to system fail-
ures with unique numbers [3]. We also use a sequence 
of words that consists of a recovery-command 
sequence as an output sequence. Learning the rela-
tionship between the input sequence and the output 
sequence makes it possible to estimate a command 

sequence that will restore the system when a new 
failure occurs. 

When the command sequence estimated in this 
method is executed, it is necessary to measure the 
reliability of the estimation and the impact on the 
system of the command sequence. In our technology, 
we define the reliability of a command sequence by 
multiplying the generated probabilities of each word 
that composes the recovery-command sequence. 
Thus, the reliability can be regarded as a probability 
of the system recovery when the obtained command 
sequence is executed. Moreover, we can define the 
impact on the system by using the information about 
the impact on performance of the system when recov-
ery-command sequences were executed in past fail-
ures. These indicators (i.e., reliability and impact) can 
be used to decide whether to execute the obtained 
command sequence.

3.   Future work

We will continue to work on verifying our technol-
ogy by using data obtained from commercial systems 
and improving the accuracy of the estimated recov-
ery-command sequences. We will also improve the 
definitions of the reliability and the impact from the 
viewpoint of practical system operation to achieve 
automated recovery operations.
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Fig. 1.   Outline of automatic generation of recovery-command sequences.

• Learn recovery-command sequence for log/
alarm sequence with seq2seq.
�Estimate and present multiple candidates.

Candidate 2
(Reliability: 10%; Impact: 10)

Input

Seq2seq: sequence-to-sequence technique

Log/alarm sequence

Output

Recovery-command sequence & reliability/impact

Jun 19 14:00:00 proc01 DEBUG [req-12345] accepted ( IPv4, 12345) server /***/***/***
Jun 19 14:00:01 proc02 INFO [req-56789] Get http://***
Jun 19 14:00:03 proc01 DEBUG [req-24680] Failed to fetch instance by id server1 get /***/***
Jun 19 14:00:03 proc01 DEBUG [req-13579] Returning 404 to user: Could not find instance ***
Jun 19 14:00:03 proc01 DEBUG [req-98765] HTTP exception thrown: Could not find instance ***
Jun 19 14:00:04 proc01 DEBUG [req-43210] Returning 404 to user: Could not find instance ***
…

Calculate:
• Reliability of estimation
• Impact on the system by command execution

# openstack-status | grep down
nova-scheduler ***
# systemctl restart nova-scheduler
# openstack status | grep scheduler
*** running
(finish)

95%
80%
99%
99%
80%
-

Candidate 1
(Reliability: 80%; Impact: 10)

# openstack-status | grep down

nova-compute ***

# systemctl restart nova-compute

# openstack status | grep compute

*** running

(finish)

# openstack-status | grep down

*** Critical Error ***

# shutdown –r now

# openstack status | grep down

(finish)

Candidate 3
(Reliability: 5%; Impact: 10)

Fig. 2.   Estimation by seq2seq.

Output:
French

Input:
English

Input:
log/alarm sequence

Je suis étudiant <EOS>

… …

show interface <Enter> restart

[Error] Link 3 Down <EOS>I am a student <EOS>

Conventional usage: translation model Our technology: estimation of recovery command sequence

Output: 
recovery command sequence
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